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The Market Efficiencies  
The big IT market players use some converged 
solutions while marrying it to legacy solutions 
selling clients less then optimal solutions.  These 
poor performing solutions  do not meet true 
converged or hyperconverged criteria. 
 

Z-IMPACT is leaving converged behind, focusing 
now on hyperconverged infrastructure solutions. 
Taking advanced hardware technologies, and 
software creating a true high density, high per-
formance compute (HPC) solution tuned with 
advanced driver technologies created by Z-
IMPACTS team of world-class leading developers. 
 

Data Center Migration/Consolidation  
Data Centers continue to expand, even though 
there are Data Center Consolidation projects un-
derway by many of the big IT players, failing to 
reduce the footprint with existing market con-
verged technologies. Z-IMPACT has developed a 
“true Hyperconverged technology” capable of 
spring boarding the Data Center to the next gen-
eration technologies. Deploying the same oper-
ating environment, migration strategy and posi-
tioning hardware. Z-IMPACT is staging IT to 
make a seamless move in all future migrations to 
Z-IMPACT Hyperconverged solutions for mod-
ernization, modularization and mobilization.  

Backbone to the Cloud  
Looking at the overall solution. Z-IMPACT pro-
vides everything needed for a business to be 
successful, including full Cloud hosting, Cloud 
deployments, secure hardened sites or hybrid 
deployments. A true BCP/DR solutions, DoD cer-
tified Encryption solutions, interactive firewall 
protection, including data classification identifi-
cation in transit. We provide Message Queue, 
Data Lakes, ELK solutions and logging to ad-
vanced VDI and VOIP solutions to end point zero 
client VDI solutions.    

The Market Challenges 
End-user and customers’ expectation levels have nev-
er been higher, and the demand for data shows no 
sign of slowing down. Data center managers must 
manage all of these elements while also remaining 
efficient and keeping costs under control. So where 
does the data center go from here?  
 

The Digital Content continues to explode, driven to-
day by the increase in the collection of essential and 
non-essential data from IoT, BIG DATA, Fast Data, e-
commerce, and Internet traffic are making data cen-
ters one of the fastest-growing consumers of electric-
ity in developed countries, and one of the key drivers 
in the construction of new power plants.  
 

The Market Innovations 
In today's market we hear terms like converged, hy-
perconverged and other terms that all mean some-
thing or nothing at all.  Most of our competitors like 
to use the above terms while not meeting the criteria 
for any of them.  How do we know?  You can pull 
them apart and they still work… they are not a well 
configured, tightly coupled or converged in some way.  
Z-IMPACT holds one of if not the first Patent on hy-
perconverged, designing the first converged solution 
in 2012, well before any of these terms were in com-
mon use. 
 

The latest Data Center Innovations, have made some 
progress on improving the facilities, addressing ener-
gy efficiency and computer technology is evolving but 
not fastest enough to curb the rapid rate of change. 
Displacement of traditional  enterprises  with new 
paradigms, new options, converged, hyperscale, and 
hyperconverged. 
 

It all comes down to infrastructure agility, space, 
power, cooling and the challenges of efficiency with-
out impacting operations. Better power usage effi-
ciency (PUE) is mandatory and is a major part of the 
journey of resiliency, density and effectiveness. 
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Data Center Solution  

Z-IMPACTs iStormCloud Hyperconverged Ecosystems (Shipping Q4 2018), are a blueprint that drives 100% availability 
on non-stop hardware. Compressing the density of the Data Center tile by a factor >50x, scale Storage and increase per-
formance. These advances create disruptive technology, creating customer value with cost-effective products, that are 
simpler, are smaller, are better performing and are more convenient to use, and prepares IT for the next generation 
scalable compute solutions.  

iHardware 

iStormCloud Hyperconverged Ecosystem, based on Intel Platinum Scalable Processors, Intel® Xeon® Platinum proces-

sors are the new foundation for secure, agile, hybrid-cloud data centers. With uncompromising security and exception-

al processing performance, the processors are built for mission-critical, real-time analytics, machine learning, artificial 

intelligence and multi-cloud workloads. With trusted, hardware-enhanced data service delivery, this processor family 

delivers monumental leaps in I/O, memory, Storage, and network technologies to harness actionable insights from our 

increasingly data-fueled world. Provides Storage: In-line data de-duplication, in-line compression, dynamic scale on de-

mand, end-to-end check-summing, on the fly file system encryption and advanced data recovery. The appliance config-

urations are based upon application workload demands that react to on-demand business climate changes in seconds, 

while balancing the hardware utilization via a round-robin approach to increase the life of the ecosystem and improve 

MTBF ratios. We utilize Docker DevOps for RapidIT service delivery to accelerate faster-times-to-market. 

iSoftware 

iPulseTM OS was originally developed in 2016 to unify the Z-IMPACT iStormCloud ecosystem. Recently updated, in 2018 

iPulseTM OS v2 IronRock (OS 17.02), that sits on top a dynamic Fluid Enterprise ArchitectureTM (FEA). iPulseTM facilitates 

load-balancing and provisioning of hardware in-flight as Data Center application workloads fluctuate. Our Agile XaaS 

Platform Mesh, interacts via the Software-Defined-Data-Center (SDDC), SDx adapters (Storage, network, hypervisor in-

frastructure) combine powerful governance and security controls.  

iService 

Utilizes proven migration/managed services methodologies and strategies used by the F50 and Wall Street to eliminate 

the business impact of disruptions, providing 100% application availability and stateless recovery of the applications—

turning high velocity data into immediate business value. DRACS Geo Cluster is a patent pending to provide a major 

DoD client with a multi-site Geo Cluster solution to ensure maximum survivability of data and systems. This solution is 

used extensively within Z-IMPACT iStormCloud solution to ensure you and your business will survive any and all outag-

es. Managed Services. A skilled team “Citizen Consultants”, with multiple certifications from our sourcing “Virtual 

Bench” are knowledgeable technology consultants that augment your staff from kickoff, design, build, production and 

operation phases that deliver an a 24x7x365 Managed Service 

Empowering Transformation in a Digital World across an evolving digital world, disruptive and emerging technology 

trends in business, industry, science, and entertainment increasingly impact the world’s economies. Move your entire 

data center to our Cloud solution. Run your applications and business on known Hyperconverged hardware.  AWS, Google and Az-

ure look for the cheapest hardware solution to run their cloud. Why would you leave your business to run on substandard hard-

ware? Our systems are made in the USA, assembled and programmed by US Workers and Veterans. We ensure the highest stand-

ards, and highest quality parts go into our iStormCloud Ecosystem and our software is developed here in the USA as well. 

Overview of Hyperconverged 

Hardware, Software and Services 
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iStormCloudTM E7000 Ecosystem 

iStormCloud Hyperconverged TCO - Enterprise Scalable 
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Z-IMPACT E7000 Ecosystem 

Our E7000 Hyperconverged Ecosystem is a true Enterprise scalable solution. The E7000 Series starts at 

5600 cores, 300 TBs of RAM, 120 PB Storage. This Ecosystem then scales from this humble beginning in 97 

sq. ft to 1,080 sq. ft (168,000 cores, 9PB of RAM and 3600 PB Storage) within its first iStormCloud E7000 

Vault. 

From there you can scale out into a 2nd iStormCloud E7000 Vault within your enterprise. This expansion 

doubles the floor space and provides 336,000 cores, 18PB of RAM and 7200 PB Storage. Think of the end-

less possibilities, re-imagine what you can with Z-IMPACT. The only limit is your imagination. Host your 

data center on true cloud infrastructure, built 110% for Cloud, HCI, Super Computing, whatever your need 

is salable.   

 

 

 

iStormCloud E7000 Ecosystem 

  5600 Cores 

    300 TB RAM 

12000  TB Storage 

       97 sq. ft of space 

       96 KW of power 

Example: 1 Wall Street Data Center  

iStormCloud E7000 Vault (30 iStormCloud E7000 Ecosystems)  

168,000 cores 

       9PB RAM 

3600 PB Storage 

1,080 sq. ft of space 

2,880 KW of power 

Example: Scaling out the Enterprise 

Deploying two (2) iStormCloud E7000 Vault’s ( 60 iStormCloud E7000 Ecosystems) is 

easy and straight forward in 2,160 sq. ft. and 5,760 KW. This can shrink a 160,000 

sq. ft data center the economics is incredible. Z-IMPACT can also build out Vault’s 

that can go into modular 20’ or 40’ containers and become building blocks like 

Legos in an existing modular mega centers… compressing the footprint and con-

densing current data center overall requirements. Allowing the digital infrastructure 

architecture not to be based upon current topologies, but will be global in scale, 

driven by business requirements from Infrastructure and Operations leaders. It will 

allow Z-IMPACT to become a Cloud Provider, quickly becoming the, “backbone to 

the cloud” and allow focus on true rapid deployment of business services and de-

ploying workloads for the right reasons, to the right locations at the right price.  



   

iStormCloudTM M4500 Ecosystem 

iStormCloud Hyperconverged TCO - Data Center 
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Save $9.2-$30.6M by downsize your Data Center requires less land and smaller facility. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Save  $1.4-$6.8M mitigating risks, lower (energy and carbon footprint). 
NUTANIX NEEDS 

501x the Energy to a single M4500 

130 Racks to a single M4500 

IBM NEEDS 

159x the Energy to a single M4500 

65 Racks to a single M4500 

SCALE COMPUTING NEEDS  

63x the Energy to our single M4500 

48 Racks to a single M4500 
 

DELL MX7000 NEEDS 

60x the Energy to a single M4500 

42 Racks to a single M4500 

Overall Footprint 

Increase performance 7.5-168x # of cores. Z-IMPACT 

M4500: 3360 Cores, 160 TB Memory, 200GB/s Net-

work, and 48 PB Storage. If your organization is dis-

persed it can handle anything your organization can throw 

at it. It can grow with your business and scale up to a full 

blown iStormCloud E7000 Vault if needed.  



   

iStormCloudTM M2200 Ecosystem 

iStormCloud Hyperconverged TCO - RBO or on the EDGE 
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Z-IMPACT M2200 Ecosystem RBO | EDGE 
We offer true edge compute solutions as well, see our iStormCloud M2200 ecosystem for RBO compute and EDGE 

portable deployment. The M2200 has 224 cores, 12TB RAM and 1.2PB Storage in a small 2U footprint. It is highly 

resilient, scalable and perfect for most Remote Branch offices (RBO) racks or a EDGE Portable Field sites that are 

required to run large workloads with ease in the most unusual locations.  

Call us today, let us help your company shrink land, building and power costs, accelerate growth, increase performance, elim-

inate downtime and move your business forward at the speed of light.  

M2200 Ecosystem RBO M2200 Ecosystem Edge 

Z-IMPACT iStormCloud Ecosystem 

Geographically Dispersed  
 

Z-IMPACT iPulseTM OS v2 IronRock (OS 

17.02) offers true single-pane-of-glass com-

puting solution and global synchronicity of 

all iStormCloud ecosystems from the Enter-

prise, Data Center, RBO and EDGE deploy-

ments. 


